
Aidan University
Guidelines for Reflection Papers
Graduate Level

1. All papers are to be 3-5 pages (not including cover page), typed in Arial or Times
New Roman font, and double-spaced. Transmission via Email is preferred. Make
personal copies for your protection!

2. Cover Page
a. Upper left-hand corner

"Course Number and Name of Class"
CNS 531 Biblical Counseling
"Name of Instructor" Dr Travis

b. Upper right-hand corner: Your name
c. Centered on page

Reflection Paper
on

"Title of Book"
by

"Author of Book"

3. Format: The second page starts the Reflection Paper's content
(common sense formatting acceptable)
The format you have used for your Ethics course is OK.

a. First sentence of first paragraph on first page begins 3 inches from top of page.
b. All paragraphs are to be indented 5-7 spaces.
c. Left hand margin 1 1/2 inches, right hand margin 1 inch, top margin 1 inch and

bottom margin inch.
d. Pages are to be number beginning with page 2.  The first page of the Reflection

Paper (not the cover page) is page #1 and is not to be numbered)

4. Content
a. “Reflection” means you have thought through the author’s content and have

your own thoughts about what is being said.  Interaction with the author’s
ideas, and your own should be evident.  You can best accomplish this by taking
brief notes or underlining provocative statements in your book as you read.
Attempt to answer the following questions in your writing.
● Did the author communicate and prove his premise for writing the book?
● Was the author able to expose you to new truths or cause you to rethink

some conclusions that you had previously drawn?
● Was there evidence of proof that helped you to believe that the author was

thorough in his research?
● Were any controversial statements made that caused you to challenge the

author?
b. State your disagreements and why you believe the argument is weak or

unfounded.

5. Conclusion
a. Was the book an aid to your understanding of the class content?
b. Would you recommend this book to others and why?
c. Would you not recommend this book to others and why?


